UTILITIES CHEAT SHEET

UTILITIES INDUSTRY
BI <GO> – Bloomberg Intelligence
BNEF <GO> – Bloomberg New Energy Finance
BNA <GO> – Bloomberg BNA

COMMODITY ANALYTICS
SD <GO> – Spark/Dark Spread Calculator
BMAP <GO> – Physical Asset Data Visualization
EUMM <GO> – Power Market Modeling
PAM <GO> – Power Asset Modeling
GETS <GO> – Corporate Carbon Emissions Data
WHUT <GO> – Weather Forecasts
CPLY <GO> – Commodities Playground
LNGC <GO> – LNG Contract Database
NGCC <GO> – Natural Gas Contracts Calculator
NOON <GO> – Gas and Coal Shipping Statistics
NGRF <GO> – Gas Supply Interruption Data
SEUM <GO> – Live Power and Gas Pricing & Statistics
REMIT <GO> – Live Outage Data

INDUSTRY DASHBOARDS
BI EGENE <GO> – European Power Generation
BI EGENC <GO> – CIS/SEE/CEE Power Generation
BI EGENN <GO> – North American Power Generation
BI EGENA <GO> – Asia-Pacific Power Generation
BI NETSE <GO> – European Networks
BI NETSN <GO> – North American Networks
BI NGTDE <GO> – European Gas Networks and Supply
BI PIPEN <GO> – North America Gas Networks
BI NGASE <GO> – European Upstream Gas Production
BI WIND <GO> – Global Wind
BI SOLR <GO> – Global Solar
BI ELEQG <GO> – Global Power Equipment Manufacturing

INDUSTRY TOOLS/DATA
BI EGENE COMT <GO> – Weekly EU Power Generation
BI EGENE 1096 <GO> – Weekly EU Power Demand
BI EGENE 1164 <GO> – Hydro Reserve Outlook and Data
BI EGENE PWRPX <GO> – Spot & Future EU Energy Prices
BI EGENE 1115 <GO> – Spark & Dark Spread Charting
BI EGENE 9 <GO> – Corporate Power Hedging Ratios
BI EGENC RATE <GO> – Weekly CIS & E.Europe Power Data
BI EGENC TRADPG <GO> – CIS & E.Europe Energy Prices
BI EGENC 1096 <GO> – Economic Risk Profiles
BI NETSE 1114 <GO> – Weekly Cross Border Power Flows
BI NETSE 1099 <GO> – Monthly Consumer Energy Prices
BI NETSE 1113 <GO> – Monthly Consumer Water Prices
BI NETSE COST <GO> – Network Raw Material Prices
BI NGTDE 1095 <GO> – Weekly Gas Supply Data
BI NGTDE STOR <GO> – Daily Gas Storage Data
BI NGTDE FUELP <GO> – European Gas & Oil Prices
BI NGTDE FORWARD <GO> – Asia Forward LNG Prices
BI NGTDE LNGI <GO> – LNG Netbacks & Trade Balances
BI NGTDE LIQFH <GO> – Liquefaction Throughput Outlook
BI NGTDE TEMPS <GO> – Monthly HDD/CDD Data
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